8+
30-45 min.
2-4 players

Century Eastern Wonders

Centuries ago, the lucrative spice trade compelled the prosperous
nations of the world to explore alternate routes to the sources of KEY SELLING POINTS
these precious goods. These nations took to the seas to seek out • Part of the Century series. A set of exciting
exotic lands. This led to the discovery of the famed Spice Islands
and wonderfully addictive stand-alone
where the most valuable spices of the world were found. This
games that are also fully mixable with
discovery also led to further exploration, competition....and later,
other games in the series.
war! During this time of prosperity and opportunity, you find
• In this pickup and deliver game, players
yourself traveling on the high seas in search of these exotic
will take to the seas to seek out exotic
wonders. As a merchant and privateer representing your nation,
lands and discover the famed Spice Islands
you seek to control this region for glory and profit. Your journey
where the most valuable spices of the
continues in the Far East…
world are found. As a merchants and
Designed by Emerson Matsuuchi, Century: Eastern Wonders
privateers, players seek to control this
invites fans to return to the exciting world of spice trading as
region for glory and profit.
players take to the high seas in the role of merchants seeking to
prosper in the exotic Indonesian islands. Century: Eastern Wonders • In this pickup and deliver game, players
will take to the seas to seek out exotic
offers new, satisfying game mechanisms that provide infinite
lands and discover the famed Spice Islands
replayability and countless strategies.
where the most valuable spices of the
Century: Eastern Wonders can be combined with Century: Spice
world are found. As a merchants and
Road to create a new gaming experience called Sand To Sea!
privateers, players seek to control this
region for glory and profit.

CONTENTS

4 Player Boards, 4 Wooden Boats, 24 Market Tiles, 4 Sea Tiles, 4 Port
Tiles, 27 VP Tiles, 20 Bonus Tiles, 80 Outposts, 4 Spice Bowls, 105 Spice
Cubes
Prod Code:
Price:

PB4030

$39.99

Country of Origin:

China

UPC:

826956400301

Case Qty:

6

Dims: 2.75 x 7.5 x 10.75 in.

Case Dims: 17 x 11.75 x 8.2 in.

Prod Weight:

Case Weight:

2.2 lbs.

For more information or to order, contact your Asmodee Sales Rep

14.3 lbs.

